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Introduction (Platform 1)

British African Caribbean males (BACMs)
continue to face challenges in relation to
equitable participation and progression in
workplaces in conjunction with other ethnic
groups.

Original

This research contributes to the understanding how
BACMs negotiate trajectories within HE. Exploring
their employment trajectory experiences could assist
in identification of pathways to progression with HE.

Literature Review (Rolling stock)

British This research primarily addresses BACMs
experiences in HE through the exploration of their
accounts.

Theoretical

Framework
The
intersectionality Framework of Crenshaw1 (991) &
The Silences Framework of Serrant-Green 2011 will
be used to underscore the lived experiences and
interconnected social categories of race , Gender
and Ethnicity of BACMs in HE.
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Ethical Issues (Buffer stop)
Sensitivity to the subtleties with which
participants use cultural values and norms to
give meaning to their experience as well as
avoiding creation/ perpetuation of damaging
stereotypes.

Lit Review 08/20

Research Questions
(What are the career experiences of BACMs HE?
Does the combination of being BACM and male affect their
experiences in HE?
What factors hinder or help the career progression and
promotion ?

Research Objectives

1) To focus visibility on the experiences of BACMs which are significantly underrepresented in the within HE.
2) To explore the barriers restricting the participation and progression of BACMs.
3) To identify strategies utilised by BACMs to overcome barriers and negotiate
spaces in academia.
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Methodology (Signal box)

A narrative approach utilising semistructured interviews with a purposive
sample of 15 BACMs. NVIVO will be used to
undertake data analysis using the Silences
framework

